Splat It Out!
9th & 10th January 2016
Chittaway Bay

!
Workshop Notes

!
Day 1:
!

We launched ourselves into this workshop - not a lot of theory to
discuss. For this entire workshop we used
Atelier Free Flow - many thanks to Chroma
for providing it :)

!

We sta!ed by mixing some French
Ultramarine Blue and White together, and
painted the bo"om le# corner of a small
canvas. We gradually added more French
Ultramarine Blue and blended up the
canvas, eventually adding some Pthalo Blue
to the mix - creating a summer sky.

!

We grabbed another small canvas, and
painted the same thing, but began halfway
up the canvas instead. We mixed some
French Ultramarine Blue with a touch of
Cadmium Yellow Medium to make a nice
olivey-greeny colour; and painted a blobby
shape towards the right of the centre. We
then added White and Cadmium Yellow
Light/Cadmium Yellow Medium to the
previous olivey mix, and painted a band,
blending so#ly into the sky colour. We
gradually added more of the olivey mix, and
blended down. We mixed up some very dark
“olive/green” and applied some sho!, sharp
brushstrokes in the foreground. This was to

give some depth to the green, and to suggest foliage.

!

We went back to our first canvas. With the olivey-green, we brushed in
some longish strokes to represent leaves. We mixed a series of diﬀerent
greens by adding a bit more yellow and a
bit more White here and there; and then
painted them in the same manner. This
created some variance amongst the
leaves and some depth and dimension.
We then put that out to dry.

!

When the first canvas was dry, we took
some neat Cadmium Yellow Light, and
with a brush “flicked” blobs of yellow
around the leaves. This simple technique
looks like wa"le flowers. Some of the
wonde%ul and innovative class members
took it a bit fu!her, and managed to
create some wonde%ul eﬀects by
pushing/blowing/spla"ing the paint
even fu!her. Nice.

!

We grabbed our second painting, and
initially using red, flicked spots over the
“grass” area in the foreground. We
a"empted to apply bigger spots in the
foreground, and of course smaller, finer
ones in the background to create the
illusion of depth. We repeated the
process with oranges, yellows, and even
some blues. This created a wonde%ul
field of flowers.

!

We got our big canvas out. We mixed a
combination of Napthol Red, Cadmium
Yellow Medium, Dioxazine Purple and White; and painted it in a band
across the top. We then added Cadmium Yellow Medium and Napthol
Red to this mix, and came down the canvas. We repeated this process,
but this time le# a gap in the middle. Continuing down the canvas,
leaving a gap in the middle, we added more and more Cadmium Yellow

Medium and Napthol Red. Creating a gradation with a gap in the
middle.

!

We then mixed a li"le bit of French Ultramarine Blue, Napthol Red, and
a touch of Cadmium Yellow Medium, with a pile of White, to mix a pale,
warm grey. We painted this in the unpainted section in the centre, and
blended it outwards in all directions. We then applied some Burnt
Umber and touches of Dioxazine Purple loosely around the grey area.
We took the paint and painting outside with our large paintbrushes,
and pots of water. We lay the canvases on the ground, and spla"ered
the daylights out of them with water, and
then spots of orange, yellow, and poured
White into the centre grey area. The canvas
was well and truly saturated. We grabbed
our sinkers/housebricks/tree trunks/ke"le
bells/whatever heavy thing was at hand and
placed it in the White area towards the
outside edge of the canvas. This caused
the paint to run in towards the heavy
object. We did occasionally remove the
weight and tilted the canvas appropriately
to direct the paint in the direction I thought
it should go in, despite annoying most of
the class who had no clue what they were
doing. We le# that then to dry.

!

As we were looking for another project now,
we grabbed another small canvas, and mixed Pthalo Blue, Dioxazine
Purple and any other colour we could to make a canvas as dark as we
could. We painted the bo"om 3/4 of the canvas with that colour, and
around the top right and le# hand corners, leaving an oval shape in the
top centre of the canvas. We added a li"le bit of White and Cadmium
Yellow Medium to our mix (avoiding green at all costs), and applied
some of that to the outside edges of that oval shape. We added a li"le
more White and repeated the process, this time filling in the oval. We
grabbed our brush, and just using the tip and very gently, so#ened the
transitions to create a lovely so# blend. We let that dry.

!

We then grabbed that canvas, and with pure White flicked spots over
the bo"om third, away from the illuminated oval area. We repeated

that same process with lots of diﬀerent colours - reds, yellows, blues,
greens.

!

We went back to our dark colour, and
painted a dark patch through the
centre - this patch thickened and
thinned in places, like a river. With a
fine paint brush, we began pu"ing
dots along the edges of this dark
patch, and with a dry brush, dragged
lines down over the dark patch,
creating reflections. This was a
cityscape at night, so we went about
pu"ing in street lights, highlights and
miscellaneous sparks of colour. These
of course were reflected downwards in the water when they occurred
close to the edge of the water. We used a dry brush and applied a
combination of White, Cadmium Yellow Medium and Napthol Red, and
very gently brushed a “glow” around any concentrated intersections/
towns where a lot of light would occur. This is a simple and fun exercise.
We worked on this intermi"ently while waiting for paint to dry on other
projects.

!
Day 2.
!

A#er mixing up some lovely bright orange, we dragged a very large dry
brush over our large canvas in the already orange areas, to accentuate
the orangeness - some of our paintings tended to head a li"le toward
the purple. The dry brush and some strategic spla"ering of the orange
negated that. We then mixed a lovely olive green and spla"ered the
painting, taking care to avoid the white and grey areas.

!

A#er the green dried we mixed Burnt Umber, Dioxazine Purple and a
touch of Cadmium Yellow Medium, and applied strategic spots of
various sizes and shapes with a brush.

!

We mixed Dioxazine Purple with some Napthol Red and some
Cadmium Yellow Medium (this mix gives you a lovely warm “Burnt
Umber-ish” colour). We added some water to this, and with a brush
gently pushed parallel marks away from the previously applied strategic

spots. We mixed White, a tiny bit of Cadmium Yellow Medium, and a
tinier touch of Napthol Red to make a lovely warm “salmon” colour. We
applied this with the edge of our brush (to allow for random shapes) to
the edge of our dark lumps to create highlights. The illusion of a
dese!scape from above began to emerge. Our dark spots became
rocks; the parallel marks became shadows, and the salmon colour
became highlights on the rocks. To add to the illusion we mixed some
Pthalo Blue and a li"le Dioxazine Purple and applied strategically to the
backs of our rocks (again varying the shapes), to “deepen” the shadows.
At this point we went back and with the same colour we used to make
our parallel marks, scoured the painting and applied similar parallel
smaller lines to suggest smaller rocks casting shadows. We varied these
marks in length and width to suggest a vastly erratic terrain.

!

We used the same colour and identified areas which may be high or low,
and applied very thinly and with a dry brush, this colour to any area
which we felt may be in shadow. This created lovely ridges and small
ravines. The highlight salmon colour we used on the edges of the rocks,
we also used on the “high points” of the ridges, and again used the
edge of the brush to create a lovely broken feel.

!

Going back to our pale"e, we mixed a dark, warm orangey-green, and
painted largish, irregularly shaped spots here and there on the canvas,
again avoiding the white and grey areas
- we were beginning the process of
creating larger trees. We mixed a
brighter highlight by adding some
more Cadmium Yellow Medium and a
touch of Napthol Red to our previous
colour, and applied that; again,
irregularly on the sunlit side of the tree.
We added White to this mix and
repeated the process of building up the
highlights.

!

We went back to our shadow colour,
and painted shadows in the same
direction as the previous rock shadows,
this time extending from the bo"om of
the tree, first in a line, then as a

rounded/elongated shape (representing the top of the tree at the end
of the shadow). This created amazing depth and finished the piece of
nicely. We painted a coat or two of Universal Medium over the finished
painting, which not only protected the painting, but also seemed to
add to the “depth” of the piece. Our darks got darker.

!

We had time to spare and the consensus was to paint another painting!
The vote was for an a#ernoon wave picture. As time was an issue, I
demonstrated without explaining too much, and explained my process
of roughing everything in very quickly (my roughed in version took 11
minutes just saying).

!

I mixed a deep greeny-purpley-blue and painted in the shaded areas of
the whitewash, I used this colour and dragged ve!ical strips down and
horizontal lines across to represent this dark colour reflected on the flat
su%ace of the water in front of it. I gradually added more yellow and
red as I moved to the centre of the painting, which is where the
strongest light was. I then mixed some orange and painted the water
above the wave to the far right and the far le# of the painting,
gradually adding yellow as I got closer to the light reflected on the
su%ace of the water. I did this both above and below the wave.

!

At this point I explained that colours transition from warm through cool
depending on their proximity to the light source. Warm being closer to
the light source, cooler being fu!her away.

!

Then I mixed a dark blueish greeny colour to suggest the top of the
wave curling over, and then mixed turquoises to suggest the inside of
the tube created by the breaking wave. I also made this warmer as it
transitioned more towards the light by
adding red and yellow.

!

A#er this I put some detail in the
whitewash by adding some white and a
touch of blue to the highlights in the
shaded areas (I still wanted this area to
be quite dark) and of course as I
transitioned closer to the reflected
light, I gradually added slightly more
and more red and yellow. When the

wave broke, whitewash bounced up. Some of that whitewash bounced
up above the shadow cast by the wave. On these areas I added
highlights of White mixed with Cadmium Yellow Medium and a touch of
Napthol Red. Again as I moved closer to the light source I made these
colours warmer, and eventually right in the intense pa! of the highlight
made them White.

!

Blocking in process finished. Once this was done, we took the painting
outside. We mixed up variations of our whitewash colours, and
spla"ered them roughly in the same places where we had painted the
colours in the whitewash. This suggested the wave had exploded, and
li"le specks of colour bounced and sprayed everywhere. Wave finished.

!

All you wimps who finished early, have a good hard look at yourself. (I
was done too ;) Thanks so much to all of you - this really was a fun
workshop :) (but intense!)

!
!

For those of you interested in the upcoming Fiji workshop, for more information go
to:

!

h"p://paradisecourses.com/discovery-inspiration-and-technique-with-markwaller/

!
!

For support material about what you learnt today, check out these pages from
our website:

!
h"p://www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/spla"ering-with-acrylics.html
!
h"p://www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/painting-waves.html
!
h"ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdaWQW3lD4Q
!
and these video clips! (subscribe to our Youtube channel for all the latest
clips):

!

How To Paint a Wave | Splattering With Acrylics

h"ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll5bKcRtlMU

!

Faux Painting - Granite Effects

h"ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzdtubMMv-s

